The Racialization of Politics in Revolutionary Zanzibar
By MIDN 1/c Matthew Hettiger
“Against all predictions at the time and against all odds the Revolution has been able to
cultivate an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect among Zanzibaris of all races and
creeds.” – Omar Mapuri 1
“The situation was really bad. Karume was killing people, undermining everybody and
the economy was in a mess… The country was ushered into a thirty-year rule of
unprecedented brutality and loss of Zanzibari identity.” – Abdulrahman Babu 2

Introduction
On January 12, 1964, a group of African youth led a revolution on the island of
Zanzibar, overthrowing the nation’s independent government that had been established
only a month prior. The words of Omar Mapuri and Abdulrahman Babu represent the
juxtaposing memories that the Zanzibari Revolution and the resulting revolutionary
government have left in Zanzibari society. To some, the revolution, with the expulsion of
evil Arab occupiers, represented a new future, ending centuries of African subservience.
Yet to others, what resulted was not progress, but rather a step backwards into a world of
stagnation and racialism. In many respects, the revolution is far from over, as evidenced
by the bloodshed over recent elections and a re-emergence of the same racial rhetoric that
sparked revolutionary violence over forty years ago. In this paper, I will examine the
racialization of Zanzibari politics, not only before but, just as importantly, after January
1964, and its effect on the Zanzibari population.
Much of the debate over the origins of the Zanzibari Revolution centers on
authors who seek to describe it as either a racial/ethnic driven revolution or class-based
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one. 3 The first group focuses on classifications like Shirazi, mainlander African, Arab
and Asian, while the latter prefers categories like peasants, landowners, and bourgeoisie.
However, many of these authors, from both sides, have neglected two key elements in
their debate. First, policy and action were not always driven by what was, but rather
what was perceived, and second, the events before and after 1964 were equally important
in shaping revolutionary society in Zanzibar. While many scholars have considered
“ethnicity, race, and nation as analytically distinct,” they are in fact interconnected. 4
Genocide and racial violence often “tend[s] to be accompanied by rhetoric in which
ethnic categories are imagined as hierarchical strata.” 5 This was the case in Zanzibar
where Africans viewed themselves relegated to the bottom of a social structure,
reinforced during colonial rule, which empowered their Arab and Asian oppressors. The
actual level of oppression was less relevant than the perception that Africans were the
victims of enslavement.
Some have tried to counter this by explaining, correctly, that class lines
transcended race; there were both poor Arabs and well-to-do Africans. 6 However, they
inaccurately state that the revolution was not racial because the Zanzibar National Party
(ZNP), the party overthrown by the revolution, was supported by a large contingent of
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African voters. Despite the fact that the ZNP did have a substantial African backing,
necessary for any party to gain control in Zanzibar, to those who led the revolution of
1964, it was an “Arab party” that represented “Arab dominance.” In this case, what the
ZNP represented in the rhetoric of the opposition Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP), the party that
forced itself into power in January 1964, was far more important to revolutionaries than
the actual ethnic make-up or beliefs of the party’s supporters.
Many of these authors have also ignored the actions taken by the revolutionary
government of Abeid Karume after 1964, limiting themselves in their analysis of the
January 1964 violence as racial or class based. A recent exception is G. Thomas
Burgess’ new book Race, Revolution, and the Struggle for Human Rights in Zanzibar,
which features Burgess’ analysis as a supplement to the memoirs of Ali Sultan Issa and
Seif Sharif Hamad, both prominent men in Zanzibari politics after the revolution. The
memoirs offer recollections of revolutionary Zanzibar from two contrasting views and
insights into the formation of Zanzibar’s public and private sectors. Several other works
also provide accounts of Karume’s regime that, combined with original archival research,
I intend to bring together to display the continuation of racial policy from pre- to postrevolutionary Zanzibar. 7
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Finally, arguments that ignore race entirely in favor of a Marxist approach do not
withstand simple scrutiny when it comes to the Zanzibari Revolution. The author of one
such argument is B.D. Bowles, who says one should think of Zanzibari “workers as they
actually were, that is, workers, rather than mainlanders or Africans… To do otherwise is
to write the history of images.” 8 Yet Zanzibari Africans as they “actually were” were
Africans; this was a distinct identity in the islands, and is how they were viewed by
themselves and by other Zanzibaris within the society in which they lived. In addition,
we are able to look at actual Zanzibari opinion on the issue, rather than relying on
political theory. When Babu – to many Zanzibar’s leading Marxist – was asked if the
revolution was a “class struggle,” he responded emphatically, “No, it was not. It took a
racial form.” 9 To ignore or discredit the thoughts and realities of actual Zanzibaris as
Bowles has done is to write fiction, not history, distorting our basic understanding of the
revolution.
Thesis
While the issues of class versus race as inspiration for the Zanzibari Revolution
have been heavily debated, less has been done to discover the extent to which race
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influenced the new regime’s post-revolution policy. Thus, my paper will not only
explore the racial politicization that led to the events of January 12, 1964, but also how
this politicization reappeared in the policies of the Karume era (1964-1972). I intend to
show that racially-based politics under the British Protectorate led to a political divide
along ethnic lines of rhetoric, which accelerated during the zama za siasa (period of
politics). 10 Racial rhetoric then turned into official government policy after the 1964
revolution. While multiple identities, including class, generation, and gender, certainly
contributed to revolutionary developments in Zanzibar, race/ethnicity became primary to
both the causes of the revolution and policies of the Karume regime once in power.
Race and Ethnicity in Colonial Zanzibar
To understand the Zanzibari Revolution, one must first understand Zanzibari
history, something that is highly contested on the islands. 11 The strategic location of
Zanzibar, consisting of the islands of Unguja and Pemba, in the Indian Ocean helped to
create a historically diverse, cosmopolitan society. Trade from Africa, Asia, and the
Middle East converged on the islands, bringing with it a multitude of influences.
Intermarriage between various ethnic groups complicated demographic identities,
highlighted by the fact that the “indigenous” people of the islands adopted the name
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Shirazi, which is actually derived from the Persian city of Shiraz. 12 The islands’ African
and Arab populations were said to have lived in “peaceful co-existence,” 13 that is until
the introduction of Omani Arab rule, which helped turn Zanzibar into an epicenter of the
East African slave trade. With the prosperity of Zanzibar Island (Unguja) and its central
location in the establishment of an East African commercial empire, Sultan Seyyid Said
moved the Omani capital from Muscat to Zanzibar in 1832. 14 The new system of Arab
rule and African slavery left a lasting legacy on Zanzibari perception and identity,
described here by Babu:
Although not everybody in Zanzibar is an ex-slave or a slave-owner, collectively those
who classify themselves as “Arabs” or associates of Arabs, rightly or wrongly (mostly
wrongly), are categorized as the mabwana (privileged masters); and those who classify
themselves as “Africans” identify themselves as victims of the old slave society.
Consequently, loyalties to political parties are similarly identified, that is to say, you
either affiliate with masters or with their victims. 15

When Zanzibar became a British protectorate in 1890, British rule “accentuated”
the state’s “major ethnic division[s],” often unintentionally. 16 When it was an Arab state,
“Any strain towards solidarity and harmony in Zanzibar politics was along racial
prejudice.” The British administration maintained and sometimes worsened this
prejudice by grouping people into solely “ethnic compartments,” preserving a societal
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structure that favored Omani Arabs over Africans. 17 Many authors have blamed British
divide-and-rule tactics as being responsible for the increase in racial animosity on the
islands. Ibrahim Shao goes as far as to say:
The British colonial government instituted a racial ideology which made the struggle
appear not as one of labour against capital, but as one of Africans against Arabs. This
resulted in the formation of political parties and trade unions on racial lines… 18 It is
obvious that it was the colonial government that orchestrated racial tensions and conflicts
by enacting laws that tended to favour one race (Arabs and Asians) against another
(Africans). This was the subjective approach of driving a wedge among races with a view
to playing one race against another or others so that at no time would the classes come
together for purposes of driving out colonialism. This was the usual divide and rule
method used by the British all over the colonies. 19

However, the British system of governance in Zanzibar lacked the characteristics of true
divide-and-rule policy. Locals never threatened the British position of power and British
officials felt secure all the way up until Zanzibari independence. 20 Instead, the British
increased racial tensions by simply maintaining a system that provided real and perceived
benefits to those of non-African ethnicity.
Perhaps the best example of British policy unintentionally accentuating a racial
divide can be traced to the abolition of the slave trade in Zanzibar in 1873, followed by a
full ban on slavery as an institution on the islands in 1897. While this may appear to
have been a step towards equality, in actuality, Arabs and Indians on Zanzibar’s islands
were seen by the British government as higher peoples than the African slaves, to whom
they showed caution in emancipating over fear that violence, looting, and dissidence
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would follow. 21 Even after emancipation, many Africans remained in a subservient role
to their Arab “masters,” managing a squatter economy on the islands. 22 Racial tensions
on the islands worsened when there was a worldwide drop in clove prices, Zanzibar’s
chief export, during the 1930’s. Having lost control of their African labor force, Arab
landowners reluctantly became indebted to South Asian lenders and soon came to resent
the “Indian commercial bourgeoisie.” Thus, the implementation of a “free” society had
an unintended and unforeseen destabilizing effect on the land-tenure system that
decreased the power of the Sultan and Arab landowners. 23 Not only did the ArabAfrican racial divide continue after abolition, but the Zanzibari Asian population was also
thrust into the islands’ ethnic tensions by unfortunate circumstance.
With this change under the British protectorate came the increasing need for
Zanzibar’s 264,162 people to define themselves ethnically. 24 One’s ethnic categorization
was believed to have had a direct impact on educational, economic, and civil service
opportunities, with Arabs and Indians benefiting the most. As a result, there was a
“scramble for an Arab identity” as many sought to maintain their previous positions of
power, or gain new rewards in Zanzibar’s administration, resulting in the formation of the
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Arab Association. 25 While there was a marked decrease from the 1924 to 1931 census in
those that claimed mainland heritage, and near disappearance of the Swahili ethnic label,
the number of Zanzibaris claiming Arab identity rose from 18,884 to 33,401, a 77%
increase. 26 The number rose to 44,560 by 1948, the increase coming not from
immigration but from “within” Zanzibari society, as islanders sought to reap the benefits
of improved colonial “social status.” 27 Some have even argued that “Zanzibari Arabs
chose to remain Arab rather than become African.” 28 The importance of ethnic identity
resulted first in the formation of ethnic associations, and then later became
“institutionalized in the realm of colonial politics” with the formation of the Legislative
Council in 1926 and food rationing along racial lines during World War II. 29 In Zanzibar
the period is not remembered as World War II, or even the Italian War as in other parts of
East Africa, but rather as wakati wa mchele wa kadi, “the era of getting rice by ration
cards,” cards that were distributed based solely on racial classification. Zanzibaris
identified by the rationing cards as Arab received a higher quantity and quality of food
than those identified as African. 30 Ali Sultan Issa claims that political discrimination by
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race was cemented during the war and that because of this, “the British were responsible
to a great extent for racial prejudice in Zanzibar.” 31
The claims of Shirazi identity expanded during and after the war as well, and
were often made because of the “privileged” racial position of Shirazis seemingly
“imposed by colonial rule.” 32 Shirazis were sometimes afforded the benefits of Arab
ancestry, or at minimum were considered above Africans from the mainland because of
the popular belief they were un-enslaved indigenous islanders. “Socially, the ‘thing to
be’ [was] non-African;” choosing Shirazi or Arab identity instead of African identity
brought a Zanzibari increased social status. 33 The material benefits of being Arab also
included increased educational and civil-service opportunities. In 1958, for example, 126
Zanzibaris were studying in Britain, but only one of these students was African. 34
Burgess explains that throughout the 1950’s, “Arabs and South Asians, aside from a few
hundred British expatriates, dominated the civil service” and the increasing “sphere of
Western education.” 35 Indians and Comorians, too, were “differentiated economically
and ethically,” 36 falling somewhere between the Arab aristocracy and African peasantry.
The British system of keeping ethnicities distinct “gave rise to a racial paradigm
during the colonial period that tended to label population by race, and race denoted
function: thus Arabs were landowners, Indians were merchants, and the Africans as the
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downtrodden.” 37 While some have attempted to counter this argument by stating that
race was not a key issue because only a small number of the Arab population were of
“elite” status, 38 Lofchie explains, “In a society as small as Zanzibar, however, a racially
differentiated elite, even if it was composed of only a few hundred families, was highly
visible.” 39 As a result of this exposure, Arabs as a whole became labeled as Zanzibar’s
exploitative race, a race that needed to be opposed by African nationalists. In Zanzibar,
one’s actual race or ethnicity also became less important than their perceived identity
because of the development of a “racism without races… a racism whose dominant
theme is not biological heredity but insurmountability of cultural differences,” based on
how people grouped themselves and those around them. 40 Even “the ‘Africans’ who
came to struggle with ‘Arabs’ were not born into such a neat category; they made
themselves into Africans.” 41 While ethnicity was sometimes “inherited at birth,” it was
just as often claimed out of social necessity and a desire for “belonging.” Organizations
like the African Sports and African Association provided men with tangible reasons to be
“African” and soon became agents through which they attempted to increase their access
to Zanzibari politics. 42 Thus, an African political movement was created not to assist all
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lower-class Zanzibaris, but rather to raise the status and representation of those who were
considered downtrodden Africans. 43
The formation of ethnic identity on Pemba Island evolved in a slightly different
manner. Because fertile land was more evenly distributed and less large plantations
existed on Pemba than on Unguja, fewer tensions arose between squatters and
landowners. 44 Greater intermarriage between Africans and Arabs and a common
acceptance of Shirazi identity also decreased racial tensions on Pemba. Many Pembans
found themselves closer politically and ethnically to Arabs whose families had lived in
Zanzibar for decades longer than to migrant laborers from the mainland. “Fears of
mainlander domination would contribute to Pemba’s emergence as a stronghold of the
ZNP and its electoral ally, the Zanzibar and Pemba People’s Party (ZPPP).” 45 Despite
this, Zanzibaris living in Pemba would still find themselves caught in the middle of
Zanzibar’s racial and political struggle during British rule.
This struggle became characterized by racial rhetoric and politicking between the
Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP) and Zanzibar National Party (ZNP), who fought for
representation while Zanzibar as a whole simultaneously sought to gain independence.
As its name implied, the ASP was born out of a union between the African and Shirazi
Associations on the islands, and was highly racialized. The ZNP drew heavy support
from the Arab Association and, while espousing multi-racialism, supported the
continuation of the Sultanate and was viewed by many as an “Arab party.” In its
43
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discourse, “the ASU [turned ASP] identified itself as the party of the deprived and
impoverished Africans,” 46 which implied the ZNP was a party of non-Africans against
African advancement. Although some Zanzibaris attempted to minimize this racialism
by describing the struggle for independence in Marxist terms, the use of class-centric
language was “problematic” for those trying to bring socialism to Zanzibar in the 1950’s
and 1960’s. Burgess explains, “Relatively few in Zanzibar sought to explain human
behavior by assigning certain class positions to political actors. For the less ‘exposed,’
race, ethnicity, and religion remained far more compelling identifiers.” 47 Because
Zanzibaris defined themselves and their struggles in terms of ethnicity, it is wrong to
retrospectively place class labels on the revolution. 48
The political importance of the ASP and ZNP began in 1957, as they battled to
win election to six newly created Zanzibari seats in Zanzibar’s Legislative Council. The
political parties introduced a modified history of Zanzibar that attacked not only the
opposing party, but the opposing race as a whole. Much of this rhetoric began not with
the desperate or illiterate, but with the islands’ most educated inhabitants, and later
disseminated to all levels of society. This ensured that race would remain the centerpoint of pre-revolution Zanzibari political debate. Jonathon Glassman explains:
46
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To the intelligentsia’s invocation of an Arab-driven history of civilization, African
Association propagandists responded with historical narratives of Arab conquest and
enslavement, and with an alternative definition of national identity based on race rather
than civilization. By the late 1950s, ASP charges of racial blood guilt were routinely met
by ZNP charges of innate barbarism. The resulting rancor spiraled into every corner of
society, contributing directly to racial violence. 49

The ZNP and associated newspapers often avoided explicit racialism, but espoused
concepts of ethnic nationalism that racialized political debate as both the ZNP and ASP
sought to outmaneuver “the other” for control of Shirazi support. 50 This spiraling debate
characterized politics during the zama za siasa; it also characterized every-day life and
identity. Even Arab and Asian schoolteachers were found to have incited racial hatred,
calling Africans and their traditions “foolish,” “pagan,” and “ignorant.” 51 As Zanzibar
strove for independence, nationalism was not unifying, but rather divisive. However,
“Given the colonial state’s emphasis on ethnic/racial categories, it is not surprising that
nationalism [developed] in distinctly ethnic and outright racial terms on Zanzibar.” 52
The ASP’s overwhelming victory in the 1957 elections, taking five of six seats,
with the other going to an independent candidate, did little to ease ethnic tension. The
eviction of numerous African squatters from Arab owned plantations in both Unguja and
Pemba, beginning in 1957, intensified the development of a racial struggle on the
islands. 53 Like they had done during the 1948 general strikes in Zanzibar Town, after the
evictions of the African squatters, the African population boycotted Arab and Indian
stores in 1958, resulting in “sporadic outbreaks of violence.” 54 For years after the
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elections, “the people of Zanzibar [were] subjected almost continuously to inflammatory
speeches which have led to ‘racial feelings.’” 55 Race became both a political tool and a
political identity.
The next round of ethnic division came during the 1961 elections. Designed to
help prepare Zanzibar for independence, voting laws started to move toward universal
suffrage, but this created new problems:
Citizenship emerged as a primary issue, as the Zanzibar Nationalist Party (ZNP), to
which nearly all Arabs belonged, argued for the exclusion from the electoral rolls of the
most recent African migrants from the mainland. The Afro-Shirazi Party, on the other
hand, defended the voting rights of ‘mainlanders,’ and described the ZNP as merely a
vehicle for the preservation of Arab economic and political domination. ASP politicians
repeatedly reminded audiences that such domination originated in the 19th century from
the enslavement of Africans by Arab merchants and plantation owners. 56

The Arab Association, the precursor to the ZNP, had previously “vehemently objected to
the enfranchisement of Indians” on the grounds that they were not Zanzibari nationals, 57
and the argument was simply rehashed in 1961. “The two parties contested the very
identity of Zanzibar. ASP nationalists imagined Zanzibar as an African nation,” and even
pushed a pan-African agenda, “while the ZNP wanted Zanzibar to become a multiracial
Muslim state with its strongest cultural and political ties with the Arab Middle East.” 58
Political discourse within Zanzibar became increasingly racial and inflammatory
in nature. Burgess describes the actions of both parties:
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Nationalists of the Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP) cast Zanzibari political contests primarily as
an African struggle for justice and freedom from Arab political, economic and cultural
hegemony… They claimed Africans needed to unify on the basis of race, not religion. 59
While the [ZNP] party consistently deplored the use of racial categories, and even blamed
such divisions in local society on reputed British divide-and-rule strategies, ZNP
propagandists undermined their own appeals for unity and solidarity by basing them on
an exclusive notion of the essence of Zanzibari culture that denigrated peoples and
influences from the African interior as less civilized. 60

Despite the fact that many leaders claimed to deplore ethnic division, both the ASP and
ZNP increasingly politicized race in official party rhetoric, widening an already deep
societal separation. “In terms of their dehumanizing impact, it is difficult to discern
between these two lines of rhetoric. And, no matter who was most to blame for the rising
intensity of racial politics, it is clear that the discourses of civilization and race informed
and fed off one another.” 61 This rhetoric seemed to disgust some, like Babu, who, while
reflecting on the revolution over thirty years later, explained, “The [ethnic] division that
has bedeviled Zanzibar politics is to a large extent not based on concrete reality. It is
based on irrational fear, and the exploitation of fear has everywhere been the last resort of
political scoundrels.” 62 Yet tensions only mounted as the elections ended in a tie; ASP
had gained 10 seats and ZNP nine, but a third party, the Zanzibar Pemba Peoples Party
(ZPPP), took three seats, with two of its winners allying with the ZNP and one with the
ASP. 63 A new round of elections was scheduled for June 1961 with a 23rd seat added.
After the June 1961 elections, violence broke out as “many groups of Africans
ambushed the areas inhabited by Arabs in Zanzibar island” in an “orgy of killing and
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bloodletting.” 64 Frederick Cooper describes the violence as an ethnic dispute related to
the islands’ history of slave and squatter labor:
Violence that began in an election riot in town in 1961 [soon] spread the next day to rural
Zanzibar, engulfing the plantation areas for several days and leaving 68 dead and 381
injured. Arabs and Africans attacked each other at polling places, and Ngambo and rural
areas were soon involved. Gangs went around the town “composed of Africans of many
tribes from squatter labour on the surrounding farms.” Groups “consisting mainly of
indigenous Africans” looted and assaulted Arabs. 65

The ASP press increased fears when it repeatedly warned of a recreation of Arab-run
slavery on the islands and spread rumors of Arabs killing unborn African babies. 66 As
British officials had feared, common roll elections “accentuate[d] rather than
diminish[ed] communal differences.” 67 In the election itself the ASP won 50.6% of the
national vote, but the ZNP-ZPPP alliance won 13 of the 23 legislative seats. 68 This
created a feeling among many ASP members that the election had been stolen by the
“Arabs” with British backing. They had only one more chance to gain what they viewed
as the rightful representation of Africans in Zanzibar before independence: the 1963
elections.
Before the election, the ZNP split when Babu left over claims the party was “too
racialist” 69 after it failed to nominate Shirazi candidates to represent heavily Arab/Asian
constituencies. 70 A substantial portion of the ZNP’s educated youth followed Babu when
he formed a new political party, Umma, whose members were referred to as comrades,
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shortly before the 1963 elections. 71 They hoped to create unity among the ethnic
communities behind the “principles of socialist development.” 72
[Ali Sultan Issa] charged that, because of Muhsin’s continuing belief that ‘Africans in
Zanzibar would come to appreciate how many benefits the Arabs had brought them and
in the end would prefer enlightened Arab guidance’, he was a ‘racialist and [yet] posing
as a leader of a non-racial organization – ZNP. 73

The comrades struggled to create a large following that ignored traditional racial and
ethnic identities in favor of a socialist ethos that would provide “a ‘cure’ for racism.” 74
In a way, though, racialism became a part of Umma politics as well, as the party sought
to “define itself… as the friend of the poor African majority,” 75 [emphasis added] to gain
support. According to American Consul Frederick Picard, opportunism further
encouraged politicians to “exploit religious and racial sentiments for political ends.” 76
The 1963 elections ended in much the same way the June 1961 elections had,
with the ASP receiving a majority of the vote (54.2%) but the ZNP-ZPPP taking the most
seats (18 of 31). 77 Afterwards, though, as the ASP began to unravel, the government
took steps that, instead of unifying the country, fostered African feelings of desperation.
The new government banned Umma and then fired mainlander Africans from Zanzibar’s
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police force, 78 replacing them with inexperienced Arabs, thought to be more loyal to the
government. Chachage described the “new monarchical government” as “racist and
exclusivist;” African immigrants feared they would be unable to find employment in the
new system, or worse, be sent back to the mainland. 79 For many, the situation seemed
hopeless, and as the British prepared to leave, racial politicization in Zanzibar had nearly
reached its tipping point.
The Revolution
Although Zanzibar received formal independence from Britain on December 10,
1963, the event was met with tension and only limited celebration. Seif Sharif Hamad
remembers sensing that half of Zanzibar’s population “did not regard it as a significant
day;” rather the island sat ripe for revolt. 80 “By making it evident that Africans could not
expect social progress while political power was in Arab hands, the ZNP created an
atmosphere of bitterness and desperation within the African community.” 81 On January
12, 1964, Zanzibari youth turned this desperation into a revolution. One of the
revolutionaries, Salum Mohamed Abdallah, explains, “The aim of the uprising was to
make sure that the helm of power was vested into the hands of the people of Zanzibar
themselves,” and not in the hands of a foreign Arab dynasty. 82 The early days of the
revolution played out as “the culmination of years of racial bitterness” between
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Zanzibar’s African and Arab population, 83 and has been termed by Jonathon Glassman as
a purely “racial revolution” to empower the African majority. 84 “It was a unique
manifestation of racial violence between self-identified Africans and Arabs in postcolonial Africa, in that Arabs and not Africans were the primary victims.” 85
Prior to independence, an issue of Afrika Kwetu stated, “anything short of an
African state [in Zanzibar] will never be accepted,” 86 a view repeated by many African
nationalists. The ASP promised that if it did not “win [the] election with votes, [it would]
win control of government later with blood.” 87 The revolution was the fruition of these
promises. The belief by many African Zanzibaris that revolution was necessary places it
within larger patterns of violence throughout Africa following colonial rule. Bernard A.
Nkemdirim explains that when groups feel a “wide discrepancy between what they get
and what they think they deserve,” or when a government makes it “progressively more
difficult” to participate politically, political violence is likely. 88 In the eyes of
revolutionaries, not only had the ZNP stolen the government that the ASP deserved, it
was also systematically outlawing opposition, a move that made revolution necessary.
Nkemdirim also stresses that constructing an ethnic identity gives political violence or
rebellion a “shape” that appeals to the masses, something the ASP took full advantage
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of. 89 Similarly, Henry Bienen asserts that, “the Zanzibar Revolution introduced violence
as a means of changing a constituted independent government [throughout] East
Africa.” 90
“What might have been a relatively bloodless regime change – accomplished in a
matter of a couple days – quickly turned into an ethnic bloodbath, as Arabs and to a lesser
extent South Asians were plundered, raped, massacred, detained, and forced into exile.” 91
Western reporters told “tales of mass slaughter of Asians and Arabs,” whose “bodies
[were] thrown into communal graves and quickly covered.” 92 Spontaneous violence
spread through Unguja and continued even after ASP supporters and Umma comrades
seized control of the government, an achievement that took mere hours. Amory describes
the events that followed:
Arabs were dragged out of their houses, walichinjwa, “they had their throats slit” (a
characteristic gesture that evokes the revolution for many Arabs today), stores and homes
were looted, women raped. Asians were also targets of the violence as armed
revolutionaries roamed the streets. 93

The most severe punishments were reserved for those that the revolutionaries believed
had abused or disenfranchised Africans. 94 Laura Fair described the events of the
Zanzibari Revolution as an “ethnic cleansing” conducted by the African population. 95
This fact supports an official British inquiry that “found that the cause of the disorders
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had been racial animosity between African and Arab groups” [emphasis added]. 96
Distributing revenge and punishment along racial lines only proved to deepen ethnic
schisms within Zanzibari society. 97
The violence and racial animosity was made worse by John Okello, a mainlander
who proclaimed himself Field Marshal and leader of the revolution. Western media,
authors, and for a short time, government officials were quick to label the Zanzibari
Revolution as Okello’s revolution (this inaccuracy persists to this day). U.S. intelligence
and CIA reports, however, rightly understood Okello was not the revolution’s leader, but
rather his spontaneous rise to temporary prominence was representative of the
“spontaneous action by the Africans at this affair… to put Africans in control of the
government.” 98 After amassing a band of supporters, Okello and his “death machine”
worked their way through the islands of Zanzibar, raping, murdering and plundering the
country’s Arab and Asian population, adding weight to his broadcasted threats of
publicly executing any opposition, which included a promise to burn ZNP supporters
alive. 99
The justification given by Okello for his actions highlights the extent to which
racial politicization in Zanzibar had warped reality. He listed a nine-part Arab plan that
supposedly would have begun if not for the revolution:
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1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

All Africans of non-Zanzibari origin were to be expelled and their wealth
confiscated;
Those Africans remaining would be ruled as slaves and not permitted to own
valuable property or possess wealth; nor would they receive education which would
free them from their slave mentality;
Arab culture would be imposed on the Africans;
Africans would be prevented from holding responsible positions in the civil service, etc;
All male African babies would be killed, and African girls would be forced to marry
or submit to Arabs so that within a few years there would be no pure black skin on
the Island, and there would be no Africans to remember the vile treatment of their
ancestors by the Arab colonialists; in addition, Arabs from Oman were to be invited
to settle on the Island;
The Island of Zanzibar would be cut off from East Africa and indeed from Africa itself, and
proclaimed a land of Asians and Arabs;
All African political and workers organizations would be banned;
Retribution would be taken against Africans to match the number of Arabs killed in
the June 1961 election, at a rate of 60 Africans for each of the 65 Arabs who died at
that time;
A plan would be made to fight to regain control of Mombasa. 100

While most observers can see the fantastical nature of Okello’s claims, Zanzibaris of the
revolution, and even some today, bought in to his rhetoric. In The 1964 Revolution:
Achievements and Prospects, Omar Mapuri has repeated Okello’s accusations as fact,
focusing on the claims of Arab violence toward and re-enslavement of Africans, and has
listed Arab casualties in the revolution as “minimal.” 101 While exact casualty figures
vary and will likely never be known, estimates topping 13,000 people dead, 26,000
imprisoned, and 100,000 exiled, as claimed by ZNP leader Ali Muhsin, 102 are far from
the minimal nature Mapuri has asserted.
In the first week of the revolution alone, over 2,000 “political suspects,” most of
Arab or Asian ethnicity, died in a “hellish massacre.” 103 Letters reaching America from
the islands told of revolutionaries who had “killed enough Arabs to terrify the town,” as
100
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“the dead were left lying in the street” for all Zanzibaris to see. 104 William Leonhart, the
American ambassador in Dar es Salaam, described walking outside Zanzibar Town in
early February and seeing almost all Arab dwellings burnt to the ground with casualties
approaching 5,000. 105 By this time, control of the government had long been secured by
the ASP and the newly established Revolutionary Council, headed by Abeid Karume who
was named President. 106 Okello then moved his “gang” off of Unguja and on to Pemba
in order “to punish, plunder, and humiliate the Arabs and South Asians” of the island. 107
Abdul Sheriff explains how the process differed from the initial days of the revolution:
Because of the different class structure and race relations in Pemba, there was no local
potential for spontaneous bloodletting there. Revolutionary violence was exported there
from Unguja. Regional Commissioners like Rashid Abdalla and his lieutenants
unleashed a reign of terror there that is still remembered with horror. A Zanzibar Radio
reporter who witnessed this said that not many people were killed in Pemba, but the kind
of brutality that was perpetrated there did not occur in Unguja. 108

In all, Okello claimed to have killed 11,995 “enemy soldiers and persons.” 109 The
impact, however, went well beyond those killed.
As violence spread throughout Zanzibar, thousands of Arabs and Asians fled the
islands, many sneaking off in dhows under the cover of darkness. Babu stated that, “one
of the most unfortunate outcome[s] of the 1964 Zanzibar revolution, [was] that the
country has lost a large number of its best brains and much of its skilled work-force.” 110
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Mohammed Bakari has written that many of the later failures in the development of
revolutionary Zanzibar were due to the exodus of intellectuals, professionals, and experts
that occurred during the revolution. 111 Many of these professionals included specialists
in fields such as medicine. For example, of the pre-revolution staff at the Karimjee
Jivanjie Hospital, only two doctors stayed in Zanzibar past May 1964, many citing the
government’s treatment of Arabs as their reason for leaving. 112 Similar problems
occurred in the educational and technical sectors of Zanzibari society, as the government
allowed racial resentment to jeopardize the social and functional stability of the country.
The fact that revolution occurred in Zanzibar was not by itself unique. “Conflicts
have always been rife among nationalist ideologues over who, precisely, belongs to the
national community… [and] in terms of who does not belong” [emphasis included]. 113
To revolutionaries, if Zanzibar was to be an African nation, then the Arab community, as
well as the Asians, did not belong in the new Zanzibari society. The resulting policy,
though, of brutal ethnic murder and forced exodus that lasted throughout the early months
of 1964, was extraordinary. In all, “Roughly one-third of all Arabs on Unguja Island
were either killed or forced into immediate exile; those who remained were
systematically stripped of most of their lands, their urban properties, their government
employment, even their children’s access to secondary education.” 114 What is perhaps
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most interesting about these genocidal killings and further proof of the racial motives
driving revolutionary actors is that those killed:
were not large Arab landowners most of whom were absentees living in Zanzibar town,
but whole families of poor Manga Arab shopkeepers in rural areas where they were
wiped out, some of them burnt alive in their copra ovens where they tried to hide. 115

The victims were in many cases not the administrators or elite said to have perpetuated
the “Arab master and African slave mentality,” 116 but rather innocents who were
unfortunate enough to be born on the wrong racial side of the revolution. Despite the
violence and racism, many Arabs and Asians still chose to remain on the islands, only to
become further victims of racialized policy, as will be discussed in the next section.
Before ending my section on the revolution, I must first touch on a divisive issue
that some say ended Zanzibar’s chance at true revolutionary progress – the Union with
mainland Tanganyika, forming Tanzania on April 26, 1964. While the Union was
primarily a pragmatic decision 117 – offering Karume security and stability from counterrevolutionaries and easing Western pressure on Nyerere to do something about what they
viewed as his “Zanzibar problem” – it also fit into pan-African views espoused by some
within the islands. These pan-Africanists had stressed “emphasis on skin color and
‘blood purity’” within the African nation before the revolution 118 and the Union helped to
solidify that concept. Karume told American officials that he had taken the necessary
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steps to secure his country when his “friends [the US government] let him down,” 119 and
union with Tanganyika would prove the beginning of an East African Federation. 120
Mahmood Mamdani described the Union as Karume’s neutralization of Babu and Umma
in order to cast Zanzibar and the revolution in “an Africanist mould,” and likened the
president’s ways to Hutu ethnic policies in Rwanda. 121 Babu expressed strong opposition
to the Union stating, “Pushing Zanzibar into Tanzania meant poverty for the people and
almost permanent stagnation.” 122 Whatever the case may be, the Union ended the “100
Days Revolution,” as the Zanzibari Revolution is sometimes called, and began a new era
of history.
The Karume Regime
The establishment of the Union with Tanganyika firmly cemented Karume’s
power as President of Zanzibar, allowing him to carry out new revolutionary policy
without serious internal threats. Despite the fact that the Articles of Union officially
limited the power of the Zanzibari government by placing eleven items – including
defense, immigration, taxes, and citizenship – in Union hands, 123 Karume was virtually
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free to run the islands as he envisioned. 124 George Triplett described this “vision” of the
Zanzibari government:
The goals of the revolution at that time were, summarily stated: (i) African majority rule,
to be implemented through a one-party system; (ii) the nationalization of land and the
abolition of what were deemed to be the capitalist, exploitative class; and (iii) an end to
racial discrimination and favoritism, which, in practice, was to mean easier African
access to jobs, schools, medical treatment, and land ownership. 125

American Ambassador Leonhart took a bleaker view of Karume’s intentions, saying,
“Left to himself [Karume] would merely replace Arabs with Africans in the same feudal
structure.” 126 Karume, though, did not simply implement this policy under the same
terms Leonhart described. Rather, the Zanzibari Revolutionary Council carried out
policy under the socialist language the Umma comrades had preached. “Socialist
vocabulary expressed old ideas in new words; new terms gave old antagonisms – and the
revolution itself – a new legitimacy by including them in a global conflict against
imperialism and injustice.” 127
New foreign relationships and ethnic solidarity could only be created after the
“deconstruction of much of Zanzibar’s mixed African-Arab-South Asian cultural
heritage.” 128 Karume, in short-order, began this deconstruction, redefining what it meant
to be Zanzibari and espousing equality. At the time of the revolution, “Umma youth had
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come to associate class oppression with racial inequalities in Zanzibar.” 129 While official
Revolutionary Council discourse picked up on the socialist language of the Umma
comrades, policy remained distinctively racial:
Issa and other comrades either downplayed or distanced themselves from the violence of
the revolution, and employed class categories in their speeches and writings that became
ubiquitous in nationalist discourse of the 1960s and 1970s, yet which served in popular
usage as general references to Africans, Arabs, and Asians. While Karume’s regime
espoused revolutionary socialism, its understanding of nation building was very much
based on the notion of racial uplift, which justified a decade-long assault on wealth,
exclusivity, and social status of formerly privileged non-African minority
communities. 130

“Given the correspondence – however incomplete – between racial/ethnic and class
labels in Zanzibar before the revolution, it required no great effort in the 1960s to
reinvent Arabs and South Asians as feudalists and capitalists, and Africans as workers
and peasants.” 131 As this discourse spread and aid entered the islands from the Soviet
Union, China, and East Germany in the months following the revolution, Zanzibar gained
the popular title of the “Cuba of East Africa,” 132 although Zanzibari intellectuals
preferred to view their island as a potentially prosperous Hong Kong. 133 Karume even
went as far as to claim socialism itself was an “African concept” born out of ideas of
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community and family. 134 Despite this attempt to re-label society under socialist terms,
in field research, Deborah Amory discovered that “it was racial characteristics that people
repeatedly cited as evidence of identity.” 135 Amory’s work helps further Glassman’s
assertion that local memory and agency are primary to racial thought; in Zanzibar,
official government rhetoric could not replace the memory of racial distinction, nor was it
truly intended to.
Along with the Zanzibari government’s introduction of new political language
came an attempt to rewrite some of Zanzibar’s racial history. Official ASP publications
“glorified the power of African unity epitomized by a winning sports team” to the point
of exaggeration and credited Karume with the grand vision of bringing Africans together
through the African Sports and the Afro-Shirazi Party. 136 Karume told an interviewer
from the Tanzania Standard that “During the past on this island no Africans had owned
land,” but the Revolutionary Council’s policy changed this. 137 This claim was
supplemented by stories of how the “Arab master” had controlled the “African slave”
throughout Zanzibari history, and how it was now the “African’s” turn in power.
Africans were portrayed as pure, free of the desire to exploit others through Arab or
European systems like slavery and capitalism, and therefore deserving of the benefits
brought about from seizing power. All these stories, while espousing African
nationalism, perpetuated racial division through their very language.
134
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Karume’s racially based politics also went well beyond rhetoric and language and
became engrained in official policy, beginning with land reform and redistribution. Prior
to the revolution, Arabs owned 70% of clove tress on Zanzibar (Unguja) Island, with 177
Arabs and eight non-Arabs controlling all large-estates. 138 Beginning with the 1957
elections, Karume and the ASP began to question Arab land ownership, claiming “land
was natural property for the whole community… [that] belonged to the African
peasants.” 139 This issue, argues Garth Myers, resulted from the failure of both British
and Arab leadership to improve the African situation, and was at the forefront of the
revolution:
The ‘finicking path of conduct and action,’ as the Zanzibar Gazette described it in 1928
(Zanzibar Protectorate) that bound the Zanzibar islands’ African and Swahili majority to
servility and poverty eventually exploded in the 1964 revolution, in which the AfroShirazi Party seized power from the month-old ZNP government. Both the ZNP and the
colonial state had either misrepresented or misunderstood the aims, values, and
motivations of Zanzibar’s majority, and this majority ultimately imposed violent
retribution on many of their dominators. 140

Retribution also spread through the islands in the form of the government’s seizure of
Arab and Asian property. In his 1967 study of Tanzanian politics and economics, Henry
Bienen described this action not as redistribution of land to the poor, but rather the
“appropriation of Arab-owned land and enterprises” to Africans. 141 Africans who were
landowners before the revolution were allowed to maintain properties of up to 20 acres,
while many African peasants received three acres of previously Arab-owned property to
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cultivate. 142 Official records listed seventy two large landholders, predominately Arabs,
owning 745 shambas in Unguja and Pemba. Only one African landlord was listed, even
though many more owned over three acres. 143 As these landowners lost their plantations,
a total of 71,145 acres was redistributed to 23,715 predominately African families over
the next eight years. 144 Land was also used for government projects, including schools,
housing, and communal farms. The system first punished Arabs and Asians by taking
their property, and then benefited Africans through redistribution.
Policies of land redistribution and development in urban areas also contained
racial underpinnings. In and around Zanzibar Town, the effects of ethnically driven
policy was visible in the construction, or lack thereof, in the juxtaposing communities of
Stone Town and Ng’ambo. Before the revolution, Stone Town was primarily inhabited
by well-off Arabs and Asians, while Africans in Ng’ambo were more likely to face slumlike conditions. To the Karume regime, Stone Town was a “visible reminder of colonial
inequalities” and racial disparities and thus became the victim of “official neglect and
visible decay.” 145 Conversely, Ng’ambo became the epicenter of socialist development
to raise the status of the African in Zanzibar. The master plan developed in 1968 and
1969 was not “explicitly segmented by race, but it performed the functions of
containerizing in a number of other ways.” 146 Myers explains the confiscation patterns:
The state confiscated 611 homes in the town [Zanzibar City] and its suburbs, with Arabs
and especially Asians being the primary targets of nationalization. Of these, 371 took
place in Stone Town. More than 100 took place in older Asian stone house commercial
142
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areas of northern Ng’ambo (Mchangani, Mbuyuni, Mlandege). More than 50 beachfront
and suburban villas to the south of town became government property, as did 35 Asian
homes in the middle-class planned suburb of Saateni. Only thirty-one homes in
predominately African neighborhoods were confiscated, and most of these were Arab- or
Indian-owned. 147

Under Karume’s direction, the population of Zanzibar Town exploded, despite a decrease
in Stone Town residence. While only 49,502 claimed residence in the capital city in
1958, that number reached 68,490 ten years later, and an astounding 115,131 by 1978,
the vast majority being Africans. 148 The discriminatory nature of Karume’s land
redistribution policy is clearly evidenced by the fact that almost all beneficiaries were
Africans, while those expropriated were primarily of Arab ethnicity. 149
Along with the Zanzibari government’s discriminatory land redistribution came
attacks on Arab and Asian businesses, lifestyle, and citizenship. Burgess explains how
government action resulted in a continual decrease in both ethnicities’ Zanzibari
population:
In the later 1960s, revolutionary policies that nationalized land and businesses, and which
assigned African wealth, status, and opportunity formerly possessed by Arabs and South
Asians, resulted in the exodus of most minorities who could afford to do so and who had
survived the initial bloodletting. 150

Ali Sultan Issa states that the nationalization of industry and retail trade was Karume’s
way of getting rid of Indians in Zanzibar. 151 Besides strict nationalization, Karume also
declared that the government had the authority to decide who was hired for “any job” to
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“insure that racialism was not practiced” and guarantee that “Africans… are now on top
and must be respected.” 152 Along these lines, Asian merchants that survived the
government’s nationalization projects were told to accept African business partners, even
if the partners were unable to “put up a share of the capital” invested by the merchants. 153
The Revolutionary Council worked to exile people they considered “non-indigenous;”
Asians were often the focal point of these attacks, which included classifying 1,500
residents as “stateless persons.” 154 Claims of the government flogging and executing
both men and women of Arab and Shirazi ethnicity were sent to President Lyndon
Johnson by Zanzibari exiles seeking American assistance years after the “violence” was
said to have ended in Zanzibar, 155 and stealing from the Indian and Arab merchants was
accepted practice. 156
Movement out of Zanzibar soon became both monitored and restricted, even to
mainland Tanzania. Travel documents could only be obtained by those willing to pay the
government fee of 56,000 shillings ($8,000); the implementation of this law was largely
viewed as a way to both limit and profit from the departure of the islands’ Asian
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population. 157 Those wishing to emigrate from the islands were forced to hand over their
possessions to the Zanzibari government. Despite this, hundreds of Asian families left
the islands, 158 and in 1971, George Triplett observed, “If allowed to take their assets,
practically all members of the Asian community would leave immediately, for the nation
being built by the revolutionary leadership offers no role for non-Africans to fill.” 159
With the Presidential Decree No. 9 of 1969 - making it unlawful for Zanzibaris to leave
either of the islands without an official visa - Karume attempted to reduce the exodus of
Zanzibar’s educated population. 160 What Karume failed to realize, however, was that it
was the government’s racial policies that were driving Zanzibaris to flee and increased
restrictions pushed many to get out while they still could with whatever possessions the
government had not taken.
Racial policy took obvious form in Zanzibar’s educational sector as well, with
mixed results. In 1959, under colonial instruction, some 35% of Zanzibari boys and 22%
girls were enrolled in primary schools, 161 but few were of African ethnicity and it
became a Revolutionary Council goal to change this. In the first five years after the
revolution, primary school enrollment increased from 19,106 to 46,000 students, and
157
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secondary schools saw an increase from 743 to 3,200. 162 By 1971, 4,600 students were
in the secondary education program, with 7,000 waiting to enroll. 163 Educational
placement became based on ethnicity, with spots in higher education proportional to
Zanzibar’s “various racial communities.” Each race received seats based on its
population on the islands, which translated to 80% African, 15% Arab, 4% Asian, and
1% Comorian. Members of the American consulate in Zanzibar observed that the policy
increased African representation, but also denied opportunities to qualified students of
other races. 164 Arabs applying for scholarship were often denied because it was said the
“GOZ cannot permit people who are not true Zanzibaris [to] receive training.” 165 This
led some to abandon or at least denounce their true heritage. One Zanzibari explained
that when asked for his identity in school, “We knew that if we said we were Arabs, we
wouldn’t pass the examination. So we said we were Africans. Like our president said:
there are no more tribes (kabila). No Riu, no Bahtash, all Africans.” 166 In 1970, Karume
withdrew Zanzibar from “participation in the examinations for the East African
Certificate of Education,” denying islanders the opportunity to pursue opportunities in
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advanced education. 167 Those with a Standard X education seeking state employment
were forced to live in labor camps, a project that brought Zanzibar little financial return
for its investment. 168 Many were also forced to be teachers in rural schools, despite
having no formal education, to counter the shortage of teachers, a side effect of Karume’s
attacks on the Arab and Asian communities. 169 A 1970 U.S. assessment of the Zanzibari
educational system praised the fact that more African children than ever were in school,
but was highly critical of declining standards in higher education and of what was
described as “a blatant system of discrimination” against “non-Africans” and those born
to the wrong family. 170 Reverse racism within the school systems created a bottleneck in
higher education and reduced the number of qualified individuals to fill important jobs
throughout society.
Karume’s other vision, one of a “respectable society,” was founded on “an
interest in conserving African cultural integrity.” 171 “Discipline, along with nation
building and the promotion of the economic interests of the African majority in the
islands, was paramount.” 172 Swahili quickly replaced English as Zanzibar’s official
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language. 173 The Zanzibari government sought to ban, or at least censor, cinema, dress,
hairstyle, dance, and even sport (including soccer for times under Karume and Jumbe)
that was considered to be of “imperialist” influence or non-African value. 174 “Along with
Islam, local understandings of what constituted African cultural purity also dictated
revolutionary standards.” 175 Taarab, a style of Swahili music that became a particularly
popular pastime among Zanzibari women’s clubs before the revolution, was temporarily
banned by the Karume regime for being “un-African.” 176 Although the ban was later
lifted, the revolutionary government kept strict control over taarab groups; everything
from group names, uniforms, song lyrics, and performances were altered to “support” the
revolution. As a result of their lost autonomy, many women stopped participating in
taarab, finding it “meaningless” and lacking the “fun” it once represented. 177
Women were also criticized for using cosmetics, which were seen as a denial of
one’s African identity and a “recall [of] the ‘slavish’ mentality of the colonial period of
darkness.” 178 The reasoning is explained by revolutionary Profesa Bambuti, who
emphasized “the racialization of official culture” and “maintained that cultural groups
were ranked according to ‘face’ and ‘physical characteristics,’ clear markers of African
versus Arab status on Zanzibar.” 179 The preservation of “African cultural integrity
became a national priority, helping set standards for the filtering of foreign cultural
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imports.” 180 Non-African dress and styling became unacceptable in Karume’s new
Zanzibar:
“The restrictions multiplied after 1968 so that by the mid-1970s they included, for
women, cosmetics, skin creams, long nails, wigs, miniskirts, slacks, shorts, and all
transparent blouses. Prohibited for men were slim fitting shirts, mabuga or bell bottom
pants (‘as if they have elephantiasis’), shorts, big-Afros, high-heeled boots, T-shirts
printed with ‘disrespectful words’ (such as ‘Kiss me’), and a list of clothing styles
difficult now to trace: crazy pants, cat pants, elephant pants, Jackson 5 caps, bandeke
caps, and kokobela.” 181

Punishments for violating the code started with “strokes” and increased to mandatory
“reform school” with subsequent violations. 182 In Zanzibar, as well as the rest of
Tanzania, the government sought to institute socialist ideals by establishing an “official
African culture.” 183
Youth were called on to enforce this new African standard through government
sanctioned organizations. The Young Pioneers were one of the official government
organizations created to replace outlawed associations, of which the Boy Scouts was one
because it was considered “racially exclusive” to Arabs and Asians. 184 Karume even
banned all ethnic associations – an overt attack on exclusivism. The goal of the Pioneers
was “to create a new kind of citizen” that valued work and African advancement. 185 The
ASP Youth League became the chief enforcer of policy and “taught young people to
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avoid tourists as capitalist exploiters, spies, or agents of Arab powers.” 186 Members of
the Youth League were even armed and given a role as the government’s unofficial
police force, 187 a role of increasing importance with growing restrictions and a move
toward rationing in 1968.
As Karume increased restrictions on “non-African” goods, he also intensified his
direct attacks on ethnic labels, a move which he claimed was designed to bring about
racial harmony. His attacks focused on the islands’ Comorian and Shirazi communities,
although other minorities were also marginalized. Karume began publicly criticizing
Comorians for having “renounced their African heritage” by maintaining dual
citizenship. 188 He then had many Comorian sheikhs arrested, and in November,
announced those that did not fully renounce their French citizenship would cease to be
Tanzanian citizens. 189 In order to further “humiliate” the community, Karume forced
Comorians to publically “renounce their identity” as they were marched through Zanzibar
Town. 190 These attacks on Comorian identity were carried out despite that fact that under
the Articles of Union, issues of citizenship should have been under Union control and not
the Revolutionary Council’s. Then in 1969 Karume began a “wholesale purge of
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Comorians from civil service” while simultaneously encouraging Zanzibari businesses to
terminate Comorian employment. 191
That same year, Karume furthered efforts that he claimed would end racialism, or
ukabila. His first move was to denounce, and later attempt to ban, the use of “Shirazi” as
an ethnic designation “based on both social and political considerations” and insisted
only “African” would be the term of use. 192 In a speech title “Ushirazi Sio Asili ya Watu
wa Zanzibar – Shirazi Identity is not the Heritage of the People of Zanzibar,” Karume
declared that Shirazi as an ethnicity was not indigenous to Zanzibar, but rather a colonial
“fabrication.” 193 Later that year, Karume had some 18,000 Zanzibaris sign documents
stating, “I am not Shirazi, and I don’t even know the meaning of Shirazi identity.” 194
Most who signed were either illiterate, feared retaliation from the Karume regime if they
refused, or viewed the renouncement as just part of “the revolutionary era’s emphasis on
racial politics.” 195 Although Karume got his signatures, his effort to destroy Shirazi
identity failed and was later replaced by an effort to redefine what it meant historically to
be Shirazi within an Africanist mold. Deborah Amory explains that this effort included
attempts by African nationalists to abandon the oral tradition of Shirazi Persian origin
(the story itself has been discredited as an actual historical account) and replace it with an
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African one. New “tradition” holds that south Mombasa is the actual “Shirazi heartland,”
therefore making indigenous Zanzibaris of African and not Arab or Asian descent. 196
Other communities faced not only a repeal of their ethnic identity, but also the
threat of being removed from the islands of Zanzibar entirely. Threats to expel Asians
and Comorians were substantiated when Karume began the deportation of “virtually [the]
entire adult male Persian community” with “no reason given for expulsion.” 197 “The
revolutionary government’s own census in 1967 recorded the number of Zanzibaris living
on Unguja who claimed Arab identity as having declined to 8 per cent, half the prerevolutionary figure.” 198 With Arab decline, attacks on the other communities increased.
Karume’s program of racial expulsion came to include 234 Asian heads of families who
were declared illegal immigrants in 1971 and forced to leave Zanzibar within a year. 199 It
was even reported that the Government of Zanzibar planned to force all Asian families to
leave the islands by 1972, 200 although this was not fully implemented. Persians, Goans,
and other minorities were also imprisoned at various times in Karume’s latter years after
being declared unwanted persons to be expelled from Zanzibar. Even Pemba “had to
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endure decades of exploitation and oppression that is still very vividly remembered,” for
having supported what the ASP described as Arab “imperialists.” 201
Karume’s racial policies grabbed international attention in 1970 when four
teenage Persian women were forced to marry ASP big shots. 202 The government’s
“legal” justification for this was drawn from a 1966 decree that made it a “criminal
offense to withhold consent for a marriage.” 203 According to Amory, legislation on
“women’s bodies” was a mechanism in establishing a new socio-political discipline to
counter colonial issues of race and inequality and create “purity.” 204 If the women
resisted, male relatives faced punishment; eleven men were arrested in September 8,
1970, two days after the Persian marriages, for protesting, and were then lashed and
imprisoned for a month. 205 Amory explains the Zanzibari government’s stance:
“The marriages of the girls fell under the general Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP) policy of
promoting racial harmony and eradicating tribalism. When the Iranian ambassador met
with Karume to protest the marriages, Karume explained that ‘Zanzibar will not tolerate
tribalism or discrimination based on race, religion or class.’” 206
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This could only be accomplished, in Karume’s mind, if the races that remained were
intermarried and Zanzibar’s children became “African.” 207 American Consul Donald
Haught reported that Karume’s original intentions included marrying off in excess of
seventy young girls of “various ethnic minorities” to African government officials; 208
however pressure from outside governments forced him to abandon this plan.
Justification for the marriages also took a darker retaliatory tone; Karume argued that
during the colonial era, Arab men had forced African daughters in to sexual slavery as
concubines and Africans now had the right to do the same with Arab daughters. 209 The
incident renewed many of the fears and reactions surrounding the violence of 1964,
including flight by dhow to escape the islands. At least one Punjabi girl, age 16,
attempted suicide by swallowing glass to avoid forced marriage and the Iranian
government initiated negotiations to arrange the departure of over 900 Persians from
Zanzibar. 210 Karume and the ASP did not create racial harmony; rather they sparked
increased racial tension and division throughout Zanzibari society.
Although Karume’s racially driven policies would continue for the next two
years, it was his failure to understand the needs of the people that led to his downfall.
While Zanzibar’s foreign reserves increased to over £25,000,000, impoverished islanders
were forced to wait long hours for rationed food, and grew increasingly impatient with
207
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the regime. 211 Neither Karume’s visions of an ethnically harmonious society nor an
economically self-sufficient nation were close to being reached. His rule came to an
inglorious end when he was assassinated on April 7th, 1972 in a failed coup attempt. 212 In
the aftermath, Aboud Jumbe, at the time Minister of State, took control of the Zanzibari
government.
After Karume
Although the Zanzibari government changed and adapted, Zanzibar’s racial
tensions and politics did not die with Karume. “In March 1973, almost a year after
Karume had been assassinated, three of the four girls escaped from Zanzibar – ‘by canoe
in the dead of night from a lonely beach.’” The escape could have closed a dark chapter
in Zanzibar’s dark history of racial tension, but Zanzibari officials instead claimed the
event was an attempt to “deform” and discredit “African rule.” 213 Jumbe also continued
Karume’s efforts to regulate fashion and appearance. He argued “that an individual’s
racial heritage and physical appearance were divinely ordained and thus should not be
altered.” 214 American “imperialist” imagery and style did not represent “African
‘humanity’” or where “Africans have come from.” 215 As government opposition became
more boisterous and open, the Arab community in and out of Zanzibar was blamed for
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corrupting the Revolutionary Council’s authority, and Julius Nyerere went as far as to
say, “Arabs would never return to Zanzibar.” 216
While Zanzibar liberalized former restrictions over the next two decades, racial
issues remained implanted in Zanzibari culture and came to a head in 1995 and 2000,
during the first multi-party elections since the revolution. “Ethnic attacks” and claims
that Arab nations planned to reinstitute the Omani Sultanate characterized political
discourse and resulted in an outbreak of violence. 217 Riots and bomb blasts leading up to
the 2000 election were meet by police bruatality that resulted in the death of between
thirty and eighty-one Zanzibaris. 218 Burgess asserted that in 1964, “Racial nationalists
looked more towards the past than the future… they sought to right a century of wrongs,
and to erase all the humiliations of slavery and inequality.” 219 The same assessment of
historical memory could just as easily apply to Zanzibar today. “Many Zanzibaris
continue to trace their present fortunes or misfortunes to the revolution,” which is viewed
as “either the original sin or triumph” of the independence era. 220 In many ways, the
revolution is still being fought. Fear of a planned Arab “invasion” and government
takeover is used by the “Tanzanian ruling party elites [to] justify rigging elections in
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Zanzibar as a necessary expedient to preserve the revolution and ensure the islands
remain African.” 221
Karume’s vision of a Zanzibar where “there are no ‘Indians,’ no ‘Arabs,’ no
Swahili,’ but only ‘Zanzibaris’” 222 was never reached, in large part because his policy
ensured racial distinctions remained in the minds and memories of Zanzibaris. The
hypocrisy of Karume is perhaps best captured in his claim that, “there can be no other
people besides black people who can claim that Africa is their home.” 223 If this was his
goal of unity in Zanzibar, it is no wonder that division has persisted to present day.
Conclusion
One cannot ignore the impact that racial identity had on the rhetoric and policies
of the Afro-Shirazi Party in Zanzibar. Whether real, imagined, or created, fears of Arab
domination and forced servitude created a racialized discourse throughout the zama za
siasa that deepened the wounds of societal division and cemented racial animosity. This
translated into ethnic violence and the forced exodus of thousands of Arabs and Asians
from their homes in Zanzibar in the days and months following the African revolution on
the islands. The ASP’s ethnic and racial policies did not, however, end with the violence
of January 1964 that cut the Arab and Asian population by approximately one-third.
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Instead, the party, inspired by Umma comrades and African nationalists,
continued to push racial policy under the cover of socialist language. Some of this
policy, such as the ethnic quotas placed on educational openings, was openly racial in
nature. Other policies, like the neglect of Stone Town and development Ng’ambo, were
more subtle, yet the history of Zanzibar and the language of Karume and the
Revolutionary Council reveal their racial undertones. “Moreover, the post-colonial
state’s attempt to eradicate certain differences (i.e. Shirazi ethnicity, or anything other
than “African”) has reinforced the specifically racial categories of “African” or “Arab”
introduced during the colonial era.” 224 The revolution was an African revolution, fought
to oust Arab and Asian oppressors, replace them with “true” Africans, and create a new
Zanzibar. This Zanzibar then, in Karume’s vision, was to be African, not Shirazi, not
Comorian, not mainlander, and especially not of imperialist nature, but truly and
distinctively African.
The revolution was predominantly, although not purely, a racial revolution.
Certainly, class dynamics contributed, for if the African majority had been in power and
the Arab minority the labor class, it is unlikely a widespread revolt against Arabs and
Asians would have occurred. Generational and cultural factors also contributed.
Nevertheless, the revolution was a movement to empower the downtrodden African, a
category of race to which the ASP was sure to make distinct from the Arab or Asian, no
matter how long one had resided in Zanzibar.
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Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
American Consul Zanzibar to Secretary of State, Feb. 7, 1967; XR POL 13-2 TANZAN;
Subject-Numeric File, 1967-1969; General Records of the Department of State,
Record Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
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Burns to Department of State, Aug. 14, 1968; POL 2 TANZAN; Subject-Numeric File,
1967-1969; General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 59;
National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
American Consul Zanzibar to Secretary of State, Nov. 19, 1968; SOC 14 TANZAN;
Subject-Numeric File, 1967-1969; General Records of the Department of State,
Record Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
American Consul Zanzibar to Secretary of State, Dec. 11, 1968; SOC 14 TANZAN;
Subject-Numeric File, 1967-1969; General Records of the Department of State,
Record Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Jack Matlock to Department of State, May 2, 1969: POL 15-8 TANZAN; SubjectNumeric File, 1967-1969; General Records of the Department of State, Record
Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
American Consul Zanzibar to Secretary of State, May 1, 1970; SOC 14 TANZAN;
Subject-Numeric File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State,
Record Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
American Consul Zanzibar to Secretary of State, Oct. 11, 1971; SOC 14-7 TANZAN;
Subject-Numeric File, 1971-1973; General Records of the Department of State,
Record Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
American Consul Zanzibar to Department of State, Dec. 27, 1971; SOC 13-1 TANZAN;
Subject-Numeric File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State,
Record Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Donald Haught to Secretary of State, Sep. 18, 1970; SOC 4-1 TANZAN; SubjectNumeric File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State, Record
Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Thomas Pickering, American Consul, to Department of State; SOC 4-1 TANZAN;
Subject-Numeric File, 1964-1966; General Records of the Department of State,
Record Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Donald Haught to Secretary of State, Sep 9, 1970; SOC 4-1 TANZAN; Subject-Numeric
File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 59;
National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Donald Haught to Secretary of State, Sep. 11, 1970; SOC 4-1 TANZAN; SubjectNumeric File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State, Record
Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Donald Haught to Secretary of State, May 2, 1970; SOC 14 TANZN; Subject-Numeric
File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 59;
National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
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Donald Haught to Secretary of State, Sep. 30, 1970; SOC 4-1 TANZAN; SubjectNumeric File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State, Record
Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Electric Telegram, American Embassy Dar es Salaam to Secretary of State, Jan. 28, 1974
(1974DARES00277) [Electronic Records]; State-Archiving System, Jul. 1973Dec. 1975; General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 59;
National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Thor Kuniholm to Department of State, May 10, 1971; SOC 4-1 TANZAN; SubjectNumeric File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State, Record
Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
Thor Kuniholm to Department of State, Mar. 8, 1971; SOC 14 TANZAN; SubjectNumeric File, 1970-1973; General Records of the Department of State, Record
Group 59; National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
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